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EVENT/WORKSHOP/CONFERENCE TITLE:   
  

EVENT/WORKSHOP/CONFERENCE CHAIRPERSON: 
TRIUMF CONTACT:     

LOCAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE:  
PROPOSED CHAIRPERSON: 
PROPOSED IT/AV MANAGER: 

PROPOSED ABSTRACT MANAGER (For INDICO): 

EVENT/WORKSHOP/CONFERENCE SUPPORT: (Associate Laboratory Director) 
 
ABSTRACT & BROADER IMPACTS (in plain English): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: (History of past meetings) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Date: 
  

PROJECT EVENT SHEET 
 

Commitment No:  
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SCIENTIFIC JUSTIFICATION: 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RELATIONSHIP TO BROADER CANADIAN RESEARCH COMMUNITY: 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FUNDING STRATEGY AND INITIAL RESOURCE ESTIMATES: 
 (sponsorship, exhibitor fees) 
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MAJOR MILESTONES: 

Description  Date 

 Prepare bid for conference/workshop prior to this one (1-3 years prior)   

 Select dates – reviewing that there are no conflicts   

 Select a venue, deposit and sign contract (1-2 years prior)   

 Select accommodation options (1-2 years prior)    

 Select excursion, banquet and reception locations – deposit and contract   

 Send invitations to Invited Speakers   

 Prepare a budget to determine registration fee   

 Prepare and launch website (1 year prior)   

 Request in-house registration to be set up   

 Request InDiCo (in-house or abroad) instance to be set up   

 Invite the word, broadcast using existing mail list from prior year   
 

RESOURCE REQUIRMENTS: 
CASH FLOW REQUIREMENTS 

SOURCE  \ YEAR ONE  TWO  THREE FOUR  FIVE  TOTAL 
  TRIUMF             
  EXTERNAL             
  TOTAL             

TRIUMF MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS (FTE months)  
RESOURCE \ YEAR ONE  TWO  THREE FOUR  FIVE  TOTAL 

Conference Facilitator             
Proceedings Assistant             
 Accounts Payable             
 Accounting Assistant             
 MIS             
 Inform.Techn.Data Acquisistion             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             

 

SPACE REQUIREMENTS: 
Plenary room space:  # ppl _______ 
Parallel room:       #ppl ______ 
Parallel room:       #ppl ______ 
Parallel room:       #ppl ______ 
Parallel room:       #ppl ______ 
 
Banquet: :      #ppl ______ 
Reception:       #ppl ______ 
Satellite room: _______#rooms _____#ppl per room 
 
LICENSING AND SAFETY CONCERNS:  
Will there be liquor at the function?  Yes            No   
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In-house liquor licence:        ______#ppl     ________________(date)       _____________(time) 
Caterer will hold licence:  
 
ONGOING OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS:  
 Will there be a TRIUMF tour? : Yes           No 
 If so then some equipment may need to be shut off. 
 
DECOMMISSIONING REQUIREMENT: 
  
 
 

 

Accepted:     Date:  
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Instructions for the 
Project Initiation Sheet 

 
General 

The Project Initiation Sheet begins the project approval process as described in the TSOP-15 Project 
Governance. The Project Initiation Sheet should be submitted as soon as the project is sufficiently well 
defined that the requested information can be given. As the Project Initiation Sheet is primarily concerned 
with the project justification, it should not be delayed to obtain overly detailed resource estimates. 
 
For projects requesting external funding, the Project Initiation Sheet must be submitted in time for the 
project review process through Gate 2 to be completed before the funding application is submitted.  
 

Detailed Field Instructions 
Title: The title the commitment will be known by. 
 
Commitment No: The commitment number will be supplied after the form is submitted and 
used to track the project. 
 
Date: Date the form was submitted to TRIUMF. 
 
Proponent: Name of the spokesperson or principle investigator for the proposal. See TSOP-15 
for more details on the role and responsibilities. 
 
Local Contact: Name of a person located at TRIUMF who can act as a liaison person between 
TRIUMF and the project if different than the proponent 
 
Principal Collaborators: A list of the principal faculty and professional collaborators (both 
TRIUMF and external). The list should only include collaborators who will devote more than 
20% of time to the project or who will make a major contribution in terms of a unique skill. 
 
Project Sponsor: Member of the TRIUMF Leadership Team who works to secure and release 
planned TRIUMF resources. See TSOP-15 for more details on the role and responsibilities. 
 
Abstract & Broader Impacts: Give a brief description of the project in plain English and 
address the Motivation criteria regarding Benefit to Society spelled out in the document Project 
Approval Criteria (Document-24701).  
 
Project Description: Give a short description of the project including the objectives and a 
description of any hardware to be built. Address the Feasibility and Safety criteria spelled out in 
the document Project Approval Criteria (Document-24701).  
 
Scientific Justification: What is the scope of the activity? What science questions will be 
pursued? How is this topic activity “ripe” for exploitation? Address the Motivation criteria 
regarding Mission Need, Impact and Visibility spelled out in the document Project Approval 
Criteria (Document-24701).  
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Relationship to Broader Canadian Research Community: How does the activity fit into the 
broader Canadian university-research program? How does this project draw upon or expand 
TRIUMF’s core capabilities?  How does the activity fit into the international context (is it 
collaborative or competitive and with whom)? Address the Alignment with Priorities criteria 
spelled out in the document Project Approval Criteria (Document-24701).  
 
Funding Strategy and Initial Resource Estimates: What is the plan for obtaining funding for 
this project? Specify the funding agencies, timelines and alternate scenarios. Specify the basis for 
the resource estimates on the next page. If possible compare the resource estimates to the 
resources used by similar sized projects and state which other projects were used. Address the 
Funding criteria spelled out in the document Project Approval Criteria (Document-24701).  
 
Milestones: A list of the major milestones for the project including the delivery date for each 
major deliverable.  The uncertainty in the dates should be indicated. This should also include 
proposal deadlines and external funding agency decision dates.  
 
Cash Flow Requirements: The cash flow for the project broken down by year. Please identify 
the uncertainty in the estimates (e.g. ± 25%). 

From TRIUMF: This should include all cash contributions required from TRIUMF but 
should not include salaries that are captured on the bottom part of the table.  
External:  The total cash contribution from non-TRIUMF sources. This includes 
NSERC, CFI and foreign contribution.  
Total: Total cash flow for the project. For the last column the total should include 
funding for all years not just those years in the table. 

 
TRIUMF Manpower: Indicate the TRIUMF resources required by type and year. For 
manpower, the resource name should be taken from the Skill List and used in the form: 
Administration.Communications.  The dozen most common resource names are preloaded. If 
different units other than FTE-months are used please indicate. Where appropriate also include 
none manpower resources such as beam time. For projects the TOTAL should include all years 
not just those in the table. Additional lines may be added as needed. 
 
Space Requirements: Specify any TRIUMF space requirements the project may have. This 
includes space on an experimental hall floor, clean rooms, laboratory space, and set or staging 
areas.   
 
Licensing and Safety Concerns: Identify any aspects that would effect TRIUMF licensing 
requirements or pose a safety concern. 
 
Operational Requirements: If the project involves building a device or bringing one to 
TRIUMF, what operational requirements will it place on TRIUMF after it is commissioned?  
 
Decommissioning Requirements: If the project involves building a device or bringing one to 
TRIUMF what are the resources required to decommission the device after its useful lifetime. 
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